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Mark of Evil is the final chapter in The End Series, with high-tech thrills told against a background of

fulfilled prophecy, bringing us one step closer to the reign of the Antichrist and Christâ€™s

return.Ethan March, Jimmy Louder, and Rivka Reuban have been left behind in a world that is

rapidly coming under the influence of the Antichrist. Technology is being used to control and

dominate those who resist the Antichristâ€™s reign of evil, with BID-Tag implants, robotic police

units, and drone-bots flying overhead. Each day, as more and more biblical prophecies are fulfilled,

Ethan and the others in the Remnant struggle to survive in a world of ever-increasing chaos and

desperation.When the forces of evil attempt to use the worldâ€™s most powerful information system

for increasingly sinister purposes and eliminate everyone who gets in their way, itâ€™s up to Ethan

and the Remnant to subvert their purposes and instead use them for the glory of God.
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The first three novels in this series were extraordinary, beginning with Edge of Apocalypse, next

Thunder of Heaven, followed by Brink of Chaos, concluding with Mark of Evil. Mark of Evil is a

fictional story of what occurs on the earth after believers are taken to heaven, referring to the

Rapture. Personally, I havenâ€™t made a purposeful point to study end time events, so donâ€™t

read this book looking for answers. Read the Bible if you desire to understand more of what God

has and hasnâ€™t revealed about what is to occur before Jesus returns.Mark of Evil lays out the

fictional underground church in many nations that has joined the Global Alliance group. The United



States is not one of the participants and is under the leadership of a man named Colliquin whose

sole desire is to be The One people look to. Colliquin has hired many workers to reprogram those

who have the tag under their skin and also has plans to overtake the internet worldwide. Readers

will be able to tell whose side this fictional player works for and it isnâ€™t good; in fact, it is

downright evil.Ethan March was chosen to head the group Joshua Jordan had founded and

operated. He had left behind a series of video messages for his predecessor to lead him through the

Tribulation time. The threat on Ethanâ€™s life is never-ending and he is always trying to stay one

step ahead of the Global Alliance. There are others who desire to advance the kingdom of God as

well as those who wish to destroy it completely.Toward the end of the novel, the pace of the action

gains speed along with an increase in the level of tension. There are many characters that are

operating underneath the radar of the evil one in order to avoid capture and torture.
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